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1. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum mechanics was developed with RimiJtonian systems 
in mind. However, there are many other dynamical systems of physical 
interest, namely dissipative systems and also those that although 
being conservative (in the sense that they conserve volume in phase 
space) are not Hamiltonian. 

Consideration of dissipative effects in a quantum context, 
find wide application in heavy ion scattering, fission, threshold 
phenomena in lasers and possibly in quantum tunneling in macroscopic 
systems 11—3j- Volume preserving non-Hamiltonian dynamics have not 
found, so far, wide use in mjcrophysics (sec however Rcf* 4 ) . 
However, as will be shown, a fairly general quantisation scheme for 
dissipative systems reduces this problem to the quantiza
tion of genera] (non-HaraiJtonian) volume preserving dynamics. It is 
therefore to these latter systems that a large part of the paper will 
be devoted. 

Physically one deals with a non-conservative system when 
there is an in- or outflow of energy from some idealized degrees of 
freedom to other (external) degrees of freedom that one is either un
able or unwilling to include explicitely in the equations of motion. 
In the past, most of the attempts to dcaJ with non conservative quan
tum systems used either an explicitly time-dependent Hamiltonian or 
non-linear Schrodinger equation to simulate the dissipative effects. 
In general these methods yield d.\iferept results for the same simple 
models, concerning features like vavepacket widths, frequency of quan
tum oscillation and Heisenbcrg uncertainty products (for a review of 
these meth^s and references, see Bef. 5)- Other methods include the 
dual coordinate method 16J where a positive friction system is added 
to the original (negative friction) one, the use of optical potentials 
and the replacement of the time derivative in the SchrSdingcr equation 
by a finite differenceTT\. 
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To develop a formalism of general applicability to non-
conservative systems and in particular to systems where the sign of 
the exchange of energy with the external world is not fixed, one should 
find a way to incorporate the effect of externaJ degrees of freedom 
in a truly dynamical sense. 
Even for simple systems external degrees of freedom may be of the or
der of the Avogadro number. Therefore the inclusion of their effects 
in a dynamical way cannot be done, except if one shows that the ex
ternal world can be dynamically represented in a rigorous manner by 
only a few extra degrees of freedom. That this is indeed true is the 
content of the embedding theorems to be discussed below. 

The mathematical results that form the background for set
ting up the appropriate formalism are a theorem on local decomposi
tions of vector fields and two theorems on Hamiltonian embedding!, of 
dissipative systems. 

Theorem 1 : 

In an N-dimensional (N even?£"*-manifold M one can find for every \ £ M 
a neighbourhood SX. of x , a Riemannian metric g and X-1 sympJcr-
tic forms U>^ on SX such that every vector field X defined on 
the nbd can be decomposed into one gradient and N-l Hamiltonian 
fields. 

For a proof of this theorem 1 refer to Ref. 9. 
The theorem implies, in particular, that a' vector field defined in IK 
can be characterized by (at most) N-l Hamiltonians plus a gradient 
part ( S , H H "" ) . This decomposition should not be con
fused with the multi-hamiltonian formalism of Nambu dynamic s U j - In 
Kambu dynamics the Hamiltonians are. all constants of motion and the 
equations of motion are nonlinear in their derivatives. 
Here the H are not constants of motion in general, and the equa
tions of motion are linear in the derivatives of S and the H k . 
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For example for 4 dimensions 

"* 3 H ( z > 3 l'(5) 

i, = à,S-ô,« *3,H - 3, H 

In this case the 3 symplectic forms associated to the 3 Hamiltonian 

components are 

OJ A = A-X^AA-K^ •+• c l x 3 A d x , 

d*,,A«J^ 3+ c A v ^ A c ^ ( ," 2 ) 

O J , •= cl-Xj,/ J x ^ •<- ei'5C2A<li 

As for the Haailtonian embedding theorems their general 

versions and relations to integrability conditions will be discussed 

elsewhere. For the present purposes the following simplified versions 

wilJ suffice i 

Theorem 2 t 

N H 
Any vector field in K is the restriction to R of a Hamiltonian 
vector field defined in B 

Proof (trivial) : Given a^=X;(Jrt , let H =% y- X:t"»> 

Then i . = all by construction and y- =-ÈÏL by definition 

implies that Jx- .y,, J i s a Hamiltonian vector field in IT wnose 

restriction to IR* is X;. 
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Theorem 3 : 

Given a B disssipative vector field X characterized (according 

to Theorem 1) by ti functions ( S ( H - -- •+l f N"' ) it is always pos

sible to find a volume preserving vector field in I! (characterized 

by N Hamiltonian functions, N-l of which arc the same as for the 

vector field X) which on restriction to H coincides with X. 

Proof : Use Theorem 1 to decompose the vector field i-=Xi<.x) 

Let H'= $• Y: 1 ^ . Then from the identities â £ _ àH. a n (| 

the definition y. = - Sp. it follows that the vector field J as- .v.V 

in HI satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 

It might seem that Theorem 2 provides a, trivial solution 

to the problem of quantizing any non-Hamiltonian dynamics. Since any 

dynamics in It-dimensions is the restriction of a Hamiltonian dynamics 

in 2N dimensions, and one presumably knows how to quantize Hamilto-

nian systems, the problem would apparently be solved. However it is 

easy to see that such a procedure is not physically appealing. 

In general, even in dissipative systems, one would like, 

on physical grounds, to assign to some variables the role of coor

dinates and to others the role of conjugate momenta (_S j. 

The straightforward application of the embedding in Theorem 2, however, 

destroys any such physically meaningful relation because it associates 

each 'X. in the N-dimensional space to a canonical conjugate y-

extra coordinate in the IR embedding. What would seem more na

tural would be to keep canonically associated the variables that one 

identifies physically as coordinate and momenta and to associate the 

extra embedding variables only to the dissipativc part of the dynamics: 

This is precisely what the mechanism proved in the Theorem 3 brings 

about. 
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The procedure to quantize dissipative systems is now clear: 
1) Decompose by Theorem 1 the dynamical system into its gradient 

and Hamiltonian components 

2) Embed the N-dimensional system into a 2N-dimensiona] volume pre
serving dynamics. 

3) Quantize the resulting volume preserving dynamical system. 

The problem is therefore reduced to the quantization of volume pre
serving dynamics. 

CPI.81/F.1306 
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2 . QUANTIZATION OF VOUIHE PRESERVING PÏHAHICS 

Let x-sX^tx) be a volume preserving O l ^ i = 0 ) 

c l a s s i c a l dynamical system in fî . According to Theorem 1 the vec

to r f i e ld X i s the superposi t ion of r £ N-1 Hamijronian f i e l d s . 

(For N - 4 the decomposition would tie as in E q . ( J . I ) v i thout thp ô ; S 

terms) . The synplec t ic forms (JL>^ ( i - 1 . . . . . N - I ) define N-1 

d i s t i n c t Poisson b r a c k e t s . For example for ui. , u J ^ . u J ^ of 

Eq.(1.2) one has 

tf t%f= a, f z^ - à+fri* Vf è# - Vf Va» «3«ç.*^ 

and the brackets for the basic variables are : 

all the others being zero. 

In bracket notation the equation of motion for the volume preserving 

system is 

x.= 2. {x^H } (2.3) 

In the quantized theory one has to realize the bracket operations by 

commutation relations of linear operators. It is obvious that all 

relations (2.2) cannot be simultaneously realized with a single ope-
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rator representation of the variables. Instead one chooses an opera

tor representation T^(*0 for each lO^-structure and the obser

vable as K is associated to an r-tuple of operators ( T^( Xy,} 

US.1---T ). For r = 3 for example 

\1*AY- T i< * *>= 
_ i l " 

C ï x 3 ?l*3>- * 3 \KX<,Y 
i l " 
C ï x 3 

I 3 

ra» 4 

** 

Li. 

(2.4) 

The situation is actually not very different from the one in-classical 

mechanics because although one has there a single representation for 

the variables, there are actually r distinct symplcctir structures 

induced by the r to-'s. It is simply the fact that the quantum 

algebra is implemented by commutators instead of Poisson brackets 

that forces us to work with r-tuplcs of operators. 

The quantum brackets 

are defined by 

-i 

[ 3 f ° r ***• operator r-tuples 

[A,BD =(T ;T l cr.TKcAi,r ) tu)]) '•.**-•-*• (2.5) 

This definition makes sense if care is taken that the T'a define one-
[lq| u 

to-one mappings between the space of observables and a space of linear 

operators. With t!ie definition (2.5) and symmetrizing all products 

of variables in the passage from classical to quantum observables one 

obtains the equation of motion for operators (in the Heisenberg pic

ture) 

(2.6) 

The operators T j 1 A*) operate on functions- of all. phase space va

r iables . This function space wil l be endowed with a scalar product 
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and extended, as usual, to a Hilbcrt space or one of its nuclear sub-
spaces V belonging to a Celfand triplet. 
States (in the Heiscnberg picture) will be r-tuples of functions 
(H^U) ) « r ^ C V and 

A (t;<*>) = (TilAiif.tx)) (2.7) 

Expectation values are defined by 

< A > = 2 < A > . = 1 <^!T.(A)^> (2.8) 

Together with the equation of notion for operators (2.6) and the ope
rator representation at t - P (eq.(2.4)) this completes the defini
tion of a quantum theory for volume preserving dynamics. 

The next question concerns the existence of the SchrSdingcv 
picture. 
Consider for simplicity a system defined by two Haniltonians only. 
From the equation of motion for operators one can, using (2.5) and 
(2.8), write the following formal equation for the time-dependent ex
pectation value of an observable A. 

<A(t)>= <H'1|T1(A(t»)«J'1> +<if 2 |T 2 (A(t)W 2 > = 

where A o = A C t = 0 ) , Vi € V ^ and T l ( A ) é L ( V ) , the space 
of linear operators in V . T^T; are maps L(V) <—^ L(V) and 
the time dependence of the operators can be transferred to the states 
(i.e. the SchrSdinger picture can be constructed) only if 

CPT-81/P.1306 
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T ^ O ^ ^ O * -\fO€L(v) 
u : V «-*• V being an invertible nap. 

However no such IÇ can exist because if it did then 

vhich contradicts the inequivalence of the algebraic structures in
duced by UÎJ and «jj: . Therefore the Schrodinger picture does not 
exist when The dynamics is defined by more than one Hamil-
tonian component." 

In conclusion : it is possible to generalise the quantum 
mechanical formalism to volume preserving dynamics keeping the cor
respondence between equations of motion for classical variables and 
equations of motion for operators, Poisson brackets and quantum brac
kets induced by commutators of linear operators. This leads to a con
sistent quantum Heisenbcrg picture, however the Schrodinger picture 
seems to be exclusive of pure Hamiltonian systems. 
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3. EXAMPLES 

I will briefly study two examples of the embedding tech

nique and quantisation of the resulting volume preserving systems. 

The first will be the much studied damped harmonic oscillator and the 

second a system which classicaly possesses a limit cyc]c. 

The study of the damped harmonic oscillator is limited to the undercri-

tically damped ease ( X < & ). 

To the damped harmonic oscillator x s p j p « -x -\p, 

the technique described in Section 1 associates the volume preserving 

system 

i =-x-^t» —a»».-in: 
r r a*, èw 
2. -

il = 

o = a w a H * 
~ 7>wi - 5>JC 

5c up 

(.1.1) 

.ne operator with Hani] tonians H=-j(x. + f> ; and H : \ t l b 
representation ( x =(T (*)) etc, ) of the variables at t » 0 is 

X„ = M 
t 

i D. 
I ox 

..Jw L»5C 

W c = il (3.2) 

The brackets are 

ail others -anishing. 

(3.3) 
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Of particular interest for the characterization of states 

are the quantum counterparts to the classical constants of motion* 

These latter are the solutions of the linear partial differential 

equation 

W- ( > 'W f

+ ^f - )^° (3-4) 

Using the method of characteristics one finds the following indepen

dent solutions 

(3-5) 

4> = j(p 2+^x=cp)w 

4>-= w exp (-*X_ tan4 z ï / x +V) 

Both {cb 4> \ and | <{> <h I are different from sero, therefore 

the quantum operators corresponding to ^>J and *Po cannot be 

simultaneously diagonal!zed. 

We choose CJ>. to characterize the physical states. First it was 

checked, using the equation of motion (2.6), that 

?r-i s (-f2 + X
2

+ ^ x f VA 
4 OX I- J x ' Û Ï 

V aw* 
2. 

(3 .6) 

s he re 5 denotes t.he symmetrize r of all operatorSjis indeed a quan

tum constant of motion. 

Although being sjjnply a t = 0 operator representation,(3-6) provides 

through its eigenvalues good quantum numbers for the states because 

<$>j is a constant of motion. 

Not being interested in the details of the dynamics in the embedding 

directions one looks for stationary states of the form 

[r] (3.7) 
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The solution is 

with 

The functions H* n are normalized in It for the variable x and 
normalised in a unit box for the rest of the variables. They are sta
tionary states in the sense that they are eigenstates of a constant 
of motion. The expectation value in these states (at t = 0) of the 
observable E that corresponds to the energy in the undamped case is 

and decays as 

<itt=0)>=-<Xtfc>^-X(l-|) 1 / 2( M + V2) (3.11) 
To fallow the evolution in time of expectation values one nee*1s the 
operator solutions to the equations of motion. 
The following representations : 

-Xt/2, 

(3.12) 

with Xl = (t-)v./A) , satisfy the equations of motion and the bound
ary condition (3.2) at t = 0 . 
For the stationary states one therefore obtains 

< Eftt> -<xT»i>»< fc-o) = S U ( 1 - ^ ) " V 2 ( n + 1/2) (J.n) 

i . e . the "energy" of a l l s t a t e s , including the "ground state" decay 
as t - ^ e » . 
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r'rcw. <3.13) i t also follows that U H I A x ( t \ A b ( t ) = 0 . This 

does not imply a violat ion of the uncertainty principle because a l 

though the inequality 

A*(t) Aftt) > 1 |<[T,(x(tS) ,T/ p(t»]>| 

holds, St is seen from (3.12) that it simply implies 

A*lty/i>|pCh>|e 

which, as can be checked from (3-13) holds for all times. The fact 

that the commutation relations for the operator representations are 

time-dependent is simply a consequence of the fact that (for more than 

one Hamiltonian component) the global time evolution is not implemented 

by ? single unitary operator. This was also the reason why the Schrc-

dingcr picture could not be constructed in the general case. 

The second example is a system 

£ = p •» N at (. k - x 2 - ̂  ) 

(3-ï4a) 

P = -xAf(k-xz-j>2) 

0. 2 
which, classically, lias the circle t>+X = fc as a limit cycle. 

From experience with the "previous example one already 

knows that the constants of motion play an essential role, because 

once they are found the corresponding operator representations at 

t - P can be used to construct states with some well defined quantum 

numbers. 

On the other hand what is important is to embed the dis-

sipative system in a volume preserving one, but the embedding need 

not be done according to the constructive proof of Theorem 3. 

This is because no matter which volume —preserving embedding one 

chooses, Theorem * assures us that with the canonical choice of sya-

plectic forms '<*>£ a decomposition into N-l Hamiltoniar fie3ds 

always exists. 

Given the symplectic forms that define the representation of the va

riables at t = 0 and the embedding, one does not even need to find 

the functions H , for the classical equations of motion can be 

used as operator equations if care it taken to symmetrize all products. 
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ln this second exampj? wc Kill follow this procedure the 
embedding being chosen so that the determination of tho constants 
of notion is simple. 
To (3-14a) one adds 

- 2X(k-2te"'-ipz;w 
CM4b) 

Together they form a volume-preserving system. 
Rewritting £qs.(J.14) in polar coordinates 

9 ~ 9 J 

R = b +5t Q a t a * fc»/=c 

the equation for the constants of motion becomes : 

(NR(k-R2) A _ JL _ 2Mk-2RV.l^= 0 (,.15) 

with solutions 

r (3.-.6) 
<t>2 = < p'+ K 2 ) ( p 2+ ac2- k) w 

The operator representation for the variables (at t . O) is the same 
as in (3-2). 
One chooses ^> z to label the stationary states 

, * i / V M = (2*-*0(2*« + 1-k)/«M (3.17) 

M^-{Ji2V.)V%xf>(i*-X%) HM(x) (3.18) 

CPT-81/P.1306 
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The time-dependent "energy" operator can be written as 

ZkXt/ Z è \ 

wlich obeys the equation of notion and the boundary condition imposed 

by the operator representations at t = 0. This implies for the 

states defined above 

<E(û))= M + 1/2 ( 3 2 0 ) 

U-w. <E(t >> = -|- (3.2.) 

The l a s t equality shows that in th i s system there i s a l so , at the 

quantum l e v e l , a l imit cycJ.e behaviour ( in the sense of expectat ion 

va lues ) . 
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